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Sleepy bear crochet pattern

Crochet is an excellent starting point for someone that likes the look of knitted projects but wants the simplicity of using just one hook. So long as you follow a tutorial, there are hundreds of great crochet projects for beginners that will almost always turn out looking fabulous. To get started, all you need is a
crochet hook and some yarn that matches the color of the project you are attempting. Of course, you also need some great patterns to emulate, and here are just a few of the best crochet patterns for beginners. If you are brand new to crocheting, and this is your first venture, then you may want to follow
this simple tutorial to make a basic beginner crochet scarf. It features a fun pattern with a unique stitch that gives it some texture without making the pattern too complex. Plus, you only need one color, and the video tutorial will walk you through each step so you can follow along and ace the project in just
a week or two. There are a lot of scarf patterns out there for beginners to crochet, but if you don't usually wear them they are likely useless to you. Instead, try out some fun, practical crochet patterns like this crochet stash basket pattern. These make great gifts and may offer you practical storage uses for
your kitchen, utility closet, bathroom, and bedroom. They are a great way to add your personality to each room of your home. During the colder months, there is nothing more comfortable than snuggling underneath a warm chunky blanket. The pattern used to stitch it makes the result look much more
complex and intricate than it is, and it will last for years. Be warned that it will take about 13 balls of yarn to complete your blanket, but you won’t be sorry once you are done. This makes a great gift for yourself or others. Plus, it will only take you a few days to make if you are familiar with crochet, or a
week if you are new. A beanie is just about the easiest crochet that you could create. The pattern is very simple for it, and there is a video that will help visual learners see how the beanie comes to life. Only basic stitches are used so you should have no problem following along as a beginner, and you can
save a great deal of money by making your own fun beanies. You can even choose light yarn to create a year-round beanie. Spring and summer always seem like baby season, so if you have a lot of baby showers to attend this year, you may want to think about learning to make a baby blanket. You can
keep it simple with one color or choose to use several colors to compliment the pattern. Plan on spending a couple of weeks on the pattern your first time through, after which, you will probably find that you can complete a blanket a week in custom colors. On the subject of baby season, a blanket is not
the only thing you can make for a newborn. You can also knit baby loveys, and this fun bear knit lovey is a great place to try out your talents. Babies can easily play with loveys for hours, so this makes the bear knit lovey a great gift for babies and their parents. Many people will hold onto these a memento
of the baby years. If these patterns are overwhelming you, then start easy with this simple DIY chain necklace. Not only does the necklace look stunning, but it is a great piece for beginners. You only have to use a small amount of crochet to create it, which makes it a great introduction to the craft. You
should have no problem creating the project in just a day. Once you get comfortable with the necklace pattern, you can try using several colors to add a more personalized touch. This stunning ruffled crochet bag is a fun project for beginners that can be used around the house as decoration, as an actual
purse, or given to small children for play. When you make it the first time, it's a good idea to stick to one color. As you get more comfortable, you can choose to use a couple of different colors or go with a chevron pattern to create something you can be proud of. Potholders are a great place to get started
if you are intimidated by complicated patterns. They are pretty basic and usually only require you to practice one stitch as you make your circles around. As you get more secure in your talents, you can branch out and try out some of the fun fruity patterns found on tutorials. These make great summer
cookout potholders for your home or to give as gifts. Plus, they don’t require much yarn, so they are a great project to get started with. Another great pattern for beginners is this very simple crocheted chain bracelet pattern. You will have to purchase bracelet hooks to hold the chains together. The result is
very pretty and worth the extra purchase. Plus, it will only take you a couple of hours to complete it. This is also a great project for young children that are learning to crochet along with you. Instructables is a community for people who like to make things. Come explore, share, and make your next project
with us!Instructables is a community for people who like to make things. Come explore, share, and make your next project with us!Instructables is a community for people who like to make things. Come explore, share, and make your next project with us!Instructables is a community for people who like to
make things. Come explore, share, and make your next project with us!Instructables is a community for people who like to make things. Come explore, share, and make your next project with us!Instructables is a community for people who like to make things. Come explore, share, and make your next
project with us! Follow our easy step-by-step instructions on how to make a beautiful baby blanket. Read More Homemade toys, as seen on the American Baby TV Show. Read More Sarah, Repeat Crafter Me Sarah of Repeat Crafter Me creates lots of cute free crochet patterns including adorable animal
patterns. In fact, she has created an entire set of animal appliqué patterns that match the letters of the alphabet. And, yes, of course, M is for Monkey! This is her free monkey crochet appliqué pattern. The face is stitched on for a simple design that beginners can accomplish. Tillie Tulip This little crochet
monkey is a simple appliqué pattern but it's made in layers so that it has some dimension to it. It was originally designed to go with a custom blanket, and it works well for that, but it can be added to any project that you want to brighten up a little bit. NatashaV Most of the crochet monkey appliqué patterns
that you'll find are just for the face of the monkey. That's not the case with this adorable appliqué. The outstretched arms on the design give it a sense of playfulness. This is a free crochet pattern designed by NatashaV who offers the pattern through Craftsy. She includes instructions for turning it into a
magnet, which is a nice tip for making an appliqué more functional.  Tamara Kelly, Moogly Tamara of Moogly explains that she enjoys making crochet finger puppets because they use a tiny bit of yarn and so they are great for using up scraps. She gives us this free monkey finger puppet crochet pattern
as a great example. This is one that you can keep in your purse to use as-needed to entertain bored kids. Continue to 5 of 10 below. Caloweena, Ravelry Keep younger ones busy with a crochet monkey rattle. This is worked with a small hook and sport weight yarn. Use the same pattern with a larger
hook and yarn to make a stuffed animal variation on the rattle. Bodecia's Oddities, Ravelry If you want to make a crochet monkey stuffed toy then this free crochet animal pattern from Bodecia's Oddities is a great choice. This one is unique because the face is made from alternative materials and stitched
on to the amigurumi crochet monkey. It gives you a chance to make a mixed media toy, enhancing your craft skills while building on the crochet you know best. The Friendly Red Fox Make a monkey that you can wear with this crochet hat pattern. The design is surprisingly simple. The face of the animal is
built onto a basic crochet beanie, so you could use this pattern to make more neutral hats, as well. Add the face for the monkey, and add braided earflaps to make it a warmer accessory. Orlica Craft Most people make brown crochet monkeys but this pattern offers a great reminder that you can make a
monkey in a color that's more eye-catching and smile-provoking. This red monkey has big ears that give add to why you'll immediately think "cute" when you see it. This is the kind of stuffed animal that makes a great gift, especially for Valentine's Day! Continue to 9 of 10 below. One Dog Woof One Dog
Woof has a series called Zoodiacs; each one is a corner-to-corner crochet pattern featuring a different animal. You can make one, like this monkey, or you can make many and stitch them together into a large blanket. You will need to know how to read a c2c graph to follow this pattern. Kitty's Kreations
Boutique Wrap a monkey around your coffee mug. It will keep your hands warm and brighten up your morning at the same time. This crochet pattern uses very simple crochet stitches and works up quickly. Cup cozies like this one are excellent for gifts; make a bunch of them to keep on hand anytime you
need a last minute item.  junpinzon, iStock, Getty Images Plus The traditional granny square is the ultimate no-thinking-required crochet pattern. Once you've got the basic formula down, you'll never need to look at the pattern again. You can make a bunch of small granny crochet motifs to join into a
project later. Or you can just make one large, ongoing crochet granny square, which you can use as a blanket. If you don't do any color changes then you really don't need to think about it as you work. You can use a mutli-colored yarn to create a colorful design without those color changes. If you're
looking for easy crochet patterns, this list features many possibilities. The free patterns featured here are all good choices for confident beginners who are familiar with the basic crochet stitches. If you're a total beginner, be sure to check out our tips for learning how to crochet for newbies. For your very
first crochet project, starting off with the granny square is a recommended first step, although there are plenty of good alternatives if you'd rather try something else. Want to see the easiest of the easy patterns featured on our site? If so, check out these free crochet patterns for beginners. Page 2 This
easy little 3D crochet flower makes a great accent on a hair clip, pin, or hat. See the Daisy Mae Cloche for an example of the 3D Crochet Flower in action.Skill Level: EasyMaterialsYarn: Kraemer Yarns, Naturally Nazareth [100% domestic wool; 100 grams; 184 yards; worsted weight]To substitute yarn
you will need approximately 15 yards (8 grams) of a worsted weight.Crochet Hook:US size H/5mm crochet hookAdjust hook sizes as necessary to achieve gauge listed below for similar size flower.Extras:Large button (approx. 1” diameter)Tapestry needle for weaving endsGauge:7 hdc = 2”Gauge is given
as a reference only. It’s not critical for this project.Finished Measurements:2.75” diameterCrochet Abbreviations Used in This Pattern* = a repeat in the patternbeg = beginningch = chaindc = double crochethdc = half double crochetrep = repeatrnd = roundsl st = slip stitchsp = spacest(s) = stitch(es)Flower
Petals -- Make TwoCh 4 loosely, sl st in first ch to form ring.Foundation Rnd: Ch 2 (counts as 1st hdc), 9 hdc into center of ring -- 10 hdc. Rnd 1: Ch 3, sl st in same st, sl st in next st, *sl st in next st, ch 3, sl st in same st, sl st in next st; rep from * 3 times more, sl st in base of beg ch-3 to end rnd.Rnd 2: Ch
3, 5 dc in ch-3 sp, sl st in next st, *sl st in base of next ch-3, ch 3, 5 dc in ch-3 sp, sl st in next st; rep from * 3 times more.Fasten off.Make a second piece in the same manner.Finishing the FlowerLay flower petals on top of each other so bottom layer shows between the petals of the top layer. Secure
together by placing button on top layer and sewing through to join all pieces. sleepy teddy bear crochet pattern. sleepy bear blanket crochet pattern
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